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The Spread Sep 06 2022 Victor the virgin, Alexander the coward, Guinevere the lady, Aphrodite the slut and Keller the professor all have one thing in common. This Halloween weekend they are going to "Mares
Rest," the house that's cursed. To survive, they must depend upon Madam Rue, whose powers extend beyond the spread of the tarot cards; Ezera the mortician, with a secret to hide; and Max the ex-cop, who hates
Keller. Love, broken hearts, growing up and walking out of the mansion the morning after are just the beginning of their problems. The author weaves his tapestry carefully for surprise after surprise. Become one of
"the three that protect the one in life, so the one may protect the four from Death!"
Aranya Jan 18 2021 Chained to a rock and tossed off a cliff by her boyfriend, Aranya is executed for high treason against the Sylakian Empire. Falling a league into the deadly Cloudlands is not a fate she ever
envisaged. But what if she did not die? What if she could spread her wings and fly? Long ago, Dragons ruled the Island-World above the Cloudlands. But their Human slaves cast off the chains of Dragonish
tyranny. Humans spread across the Islands in their flying Dragonships, colonising, building and warring. Now, the all-conquering Sylakians have defeated the last bastion of freedom–the Island-Kingdom of
Immadia. Evil has a new enemy. Aranya, Princess of Immadia. Dragon Shapeshifter.
Shadow Dragon Sep 01 2019 Chameleon Shapeshifters, uncontrollable storm powers, and the rise of Sylakia's Dragon-elite. The battle against evil scales new heights, but the price of victory grows ever dearer.
Once, a Shadow Dragon ravaged the Island-World. Insatiable. Unstoppable. A Dragon-killer. Now the Shadow Dragon has reappeared, on a collision course with Aranya and King Beran's campaign to liberate the
Islands from the scourge of Sylakian tyranny. He is dark, beautiful and deadly, a predator of untold power. Meantime, Thoralian weaves his web of guile and betrayal right in the hearts of Aranya's friends and allies.
He will bring them to an encounter only he can win. Incredible aerial battles. An Ancient Dragon bent on enslaving Aranya. The treacherous secrets of Dragon magic. This is the fight for which destiny has shaped a
heroine of rare courage-Aranya, Princess of Immadia. Criminal. Shapeshifter Dragon. A woman who will confront evil at any cost. Spite her at your peril.
Face of Death May 10 2020 Having fallen at the hands of Hades, Jodi's enduring torture like she never imagined. Worse, she has to watch her Ophi friends suffer along with her-the punishment doled out by the
very people she'd sentenced to life in Tartarus. Hell. This is one reunion Jodi hoped would never happen, but now she must find a way to free them all. Except the underworld is nearly impossible to escape. Jodi's
one chance may rest in raising the human soul she killed when she drank Medusa's blood. But splitting her human soul from her Ophi soul means living a double life: One as an Ophi experiencing unspeakable
torture and the other as the human she could have been if she never came into her powers. With her two worlds colliding, Jodi will have to make the toughest decision she's faced yet.
Time of the Eagle Feb 16 2021 An unforgettable tale of fate, betrayal, and the power of love and faith Avala dreams of becoming a healer, but her dreams are not the same as her destiny. Hers is a mighty but lonely
fate, for she is the chosen one—the one who will bring the Time of the Eagle, when the hunted will become the hunters and win back their freedom. It is a destiny that requires the spirit of a warrior and the heart of
a healer. But does Avala have the courage to set the Eagle on its flight? This epic companion to Secret Sacrament is full of intrigue, adventure, and fantasy, as one girl, born to greatness, must decide whether to
follow her dreams or fulfill her destiny.
You Can Have Manhattan Jul 24 2021 "Sydney Evans is no stranger to hard work. It's the one constant in her life. And with no family or friends to speak of it's been easy to pour everything she has into her career
as general counsel for Blackstone Holdings. She wants for nothing. Until her boss offers her an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. All she has to do in return is marry his good-for-nothing son. Scott Blackstone used to
be a part whore. Pardon, party animal. He hasn't been that guy in a long time though. Not since he moved to Wyoming, bought a failing cattle ranch, and turned it into a profitable business. All is good. Until a phone
call from his father threatens the quiet, simple life he's built. Marry or lose everything. And to a woman who can't stand him, no less. Well, Scott is not going down without a fight. He's never going back to
Manhattan. Not if he can help it." -- Page [4] of cover.
Black Satin Jun 30 2019 Marcus decides to leave in order to give Ellie the life she deserves, but while he is away, she discovers he is a neolistic vampire and she develops feelings for a gargoyle that will test her

love for Marcus.
Gabriel's Promise Oct 03 2019 New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard returns with the fourth installment of the beloved Gabriel's Inferno series. When Gabriel and Julia Emerson first lay eyes on their
newborn daughter, Clare, they realize life as they know it will never be the same. Gabriel has vowed to be a good father when he suddenly receives an invitation to give a series of lectures in Edinburgh, Scotland-an opportunity of high prestige—but that would mean leaving his wife and child in Boston. Hesitant to bring it up, he keeps the opportunity from Julia as long as he can, not knowing she has a secret of her own.
When a frightening situation arises that threatens their new family, both parents must make sacrifices. With the family in danger, the looming question remains: Will Gabriel pursue his lectureship in Edinburgh,
leaving Julia and Clare vulnerable in Boston, or will he abandon the chance of a lifetime in order to ensure his family's safety?
SERA’S STAND May 22 2021 Now available as an ePublication at most eBookstores. Place this book on your wishlist today. Sera MacFee is back. Reverend Marcia J. Bowman brings the character, Sera, back to a
new journey in Sera’s Stand. As Sera becomes more mature in her Christian walk and begins a deeper evaluation of her spiritual life, she is faced with new challenges. In this new book, more is revealed about some
of the returning characters who were with Sera in The Last Miserable Day. Through emotional and spiritual recovery Sera finds new ways to strengthen her life and establish new goals. New characters are
introduced and she discovers a major secret about characters which could threaten her future. This will lay the foundation for the third book about Sera: Yea, Tho'' I Walk.
Ixeos Apr 20 2021 The McClellands are enjoying a lazy summer vacation at the beach when they are lured from our world into Ixeos, an alternate Earth. Finding themselves lost in a maze of tunnels under Paris and
surrounded by strangers, they discover that they have been brought to Ixeos for one purpose: to take the planet back from humanoid aliens who have claimed it. With the aid of the tunnels and a mysterious man
named Landon, the teens travel the world seeking the key that will allow them to free Darian, the long-imprisoned rebel leader. The aliens aren't the only problem on Ixeos -- the McClellands have to deal with brutal
gangs, desperate junkies, and a world without power, where all the technology is owned by the aliens, and where most of the population has been killed or enslaved. The worst part? There's no way home.
The Pygmy Dragon Aug 01 2019 "Yesterday, a Dragon kidnapped me from my cage in a zoo." Stolen from her jungle home and sold to a zookeeper, Pip knows only a world behind bars, a world in which a Pygmy
warrior and her giant ape friends are a zoo attraction. She dreams of being Human. She dreams of escaping to the world outside her cage. Then, the Dragon Zardon kidnaps her into a new life. Pip rides Dragonback
across the Island-World to her new school - a school inside a volcano. A school where Humans learn to be Dragon Riders. But this is only a foretaste of her magical destiny, for the Dragon Assassins are coming.
They have floated an Island across the Rift and their aim is nothing less than the massacre of all Dragons. Now, the courage of the smallest will be tested to the utmost. For Pip is the Pygmy Dragon, and this is her
tale.
Diary of a Wimpy Vampire Oct 07 2022 Like Edward Cullen in Twilight, Nigel Mullet was transformed into a vampire when he was still a teenager, and will remain this age forever. Unfortunately, Nigel became
a vampire at the awkward age of fifteen, and must spend eternity coping with acne, a breaking voice, and an ineptitude with girls . . . In this, his excruciatingly funny diary, Nigel chronicles his increasingly
desperate attempts to be noticed by the love of his life, Chloe Sparrow, the constant mortification caused by his vampire parents (not to mention the worry that they might accidentally eat one of his friends), and the
frustration one feels when you've got the whole of boring eternity stretching out in front of you and you can't even have a lie-in (vampires don't sleep). Forced to hang out with the Goths and emo kids due to his pale
skin and social awkwardness, and constantly battling his embarrassingly overwhelming desire to sink his fangs into Chloe's neck, will Nigel ever get his girl? Fantastically witty and hugely entertaining, this fun and
accessible diary will appeal to anyone, teenage or otherwise . . .*Winner of the Lincolnshire Young People's Book Award 2012
Bloodborne (Vampiress Thrillogy Book One) Sep 25 2021 Recently transformed vampire Hailey's McCawl's destiny is to restore balance in the vampiric underworld---while she embraces her new lifestyle.
Beautiful. Barely Legal. And now an immortal bloodsucker. What could possibly go wrong? Hailey McCawl has just turned twenty-one, dropped out of college, and returned – against her better judgment – to live
with her parents and her little brother. She has absolutely no idea what to do with her life, and she’s sick of trying to figure it out. Tonight she will unwillingly become an immortal vampire and enter into a dark new
world. Nothing will ever be the same. In the days and nights to come, Hailey will be forced to embrace her new powers, enter an arcane community of the undead, filled with intrigue, secrets and deadly politics all
its own, and even fall in love. And then there’s the handsome vampire hunter she will turn into one of her own. And in the vampire community, nothing could be worse.
Sera's Gift Jul 04 2022 Letting go is sometimes the only gift love has left to give. Sera arrives in New York to help Lindál, but a vampeen attack brings her face to face with two men and changes her life forever.
Diego Savage lives up to his name. Cynical, rebellious and a womanizer, he doesn’t believe in the trinities at all. Only a handful of people know the truth about his scarred heart and terrible past, and it would take a
miracle for him to change. A miracle, or someone like Sera with her special gift. Blake Harvey, dedicated NYC police lieutenant, takes one look at the tall, supple woman with the crystal blue eyes and glowing skin
and knows his life is about to change in ways he can’t even define, but his body is already responding to with a power that is hard to deny. The bonding has begun... Reader Advisory: This short MMF vampire
romance features two super hot alpha heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, and MMF sex. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you. No non-humans were
harmed except for large numbers of Grimoré, who died with satisfactory squeals… This book is part of the Destiny’s Trinities series: Book 1.0: Beth’s Acceptance Book 2.0: Mia’s Return Book 3.0: Sera’s Gift
Book 3.5: The First Trinity – Novellas 1-3 Book 4.0: Cora’s Secret Book 5.0: Zoe’s Blockade Book 6.0: Octavia’s War Book 6.5: The Second Trinity – Novellas 4-6 Book 7.0: Terra’s Victory Boxed 7.5: Destiny’s
Trinities – Series Boxed Set A Vampire Ménage Urban Fantasy Romance ___ Winner of The Romance Studio’s 5 Hearts Sweetheart Award. Night Owl Reviews’ Reviewers Top Pick All Romance eBooks
Bestseller A beautiful story with great characters and a red hot storyline. I am delighted to add this book to my keeper collection and recommend this book to others. —Night Owl Reviews Just as extraordinary as
the first two books. Flawlessly plotted, thoroughly refreshing as well as entertaining. —The Romance Studio More than delivered on the promise of the first two installments of the trinities. This last one is not only
to date her best one, but also her most defining one. The depth she put into these new characters and added to the the existing ones made this a truly good read. —Alternative Read.
Valentine's Day Disaster Jun 03 2022 Geronimo sends valentines to all his friends but seems destined to spend the day alone.
Bearing It All (Alpha Werebear Shifter Paranormal Romance) Jun 22 2021 From USA TODAY best-selling author Anya Karin writing as Lynn Red comes a steamy, seductive, hilarious and delicious alpha
werebear romance. Curvy, witty, carrot-topped Violet Larue is a fox shifter with a goal – she NEEDS to find herself a mate before she goes absolutely nuts. After a string of bad relationships that left her
heartbroken, and a bunch of dates that were more pie-in-the-face than swept-off-her-feet, Violet is just about ready to throw in the towel. She wants someone to chase her, to possess her, to make her his mate.
Somehow convinced to attend the only cage fight she’s ever seen, Violet has no idea that she’s about to lay eyes on just the bear for her. Muscled, inked-up and one of the most dangerous fighters in the world,
“Crag” Morgan is the bear of Violet’s dreams. With a dark past and an even darker present, love is nowhere near the top of Crag’s to-do list... until he’s looking around the crowd and catches a glimpse of a redhead
with eyes that make his heart skip a beat. He is everything she ever wanted. A self-assured, massively powerful alpha with a waist just perfect for wrapping her legs around? Uh, yes please! But little does Violet

know that in the split second Crag spied her in the audience, she stole his heart. The bad boy fighter decided then and there to do whatever it takes to claim her... forever. Note: THE JAMESBURG SHIFTERS is a
series of standalone novels each featuring a unique hero and heroine and a satisfying HEA ending. No cliffhangers here! Books can be enjoyed in any order you like!
Stalked by Death Jan 30 2022 Jodi knows that any slip-ups made by the Ophi-a special group of necromancers born under the 13th sign of the zodiac-will fall on her shoulders... and that Hades is just waiting for
them to screw up so he can wipe out the Ophi line. Unfortunately, Jodi has only convinced one Ophi to join her school: A hot guy named Chase who jeopardizes her relationship with Alex. Jodi loves Alex, but
Chase can enhance her powers with just a touch-making her stronger than any Ophi has ever been. Her mixed emotions send her powers surging out of control, and the dead start rising without her conscious
summoning-exactly what Hades doesn't want! If she chooses Alex over Chase, she may lose the battle to Hades, leading the Ophi race to extinction. If she chooses Chase, she might be able to stop Hades for good...
but lose everything else. Jodi needs to figure things out fast-because death is stalking her at every turn.
The Battle Lord's Lady Apr 01 2022 Three hundred years in the future, mankind still is trying to survive the Great Collision that changed the earth forever. People live in pockets of civilization called compounds,
battling the elements and the mutations which have developed over the centuries, trying to live and survive day by day. Yulen D'Jacques is the Battle Lord of Alta Novis. His duty is to keep his compound and his
people safe, which means yearly sweeps of the area to remove any mutated men and animals from encroaching. Atrilan Ferran is Mutah, a mutant warrior and huntress trained to protect and defend her home from
Cleaners, the "normals" who invade the forests to slaughter everything and everyone who gets in their way. They never anticipated the day when their hearts would collide, challenging and changing everything they
thought was the truth. Leading them to the day they would have to prove their love for each other to man and mutant alike.
Natural Born Angel Mar 20 2021 In a world where guardian angels are celebrities who save people for money, Maddy's life was transformed when she became the girlfriend of the hottest Angel around. But she
never imagined that she'd become even more famous than Jackson. Unfortunately for Maddy, she's an irresistible PR opportunity - and soon her popularity soars higher than any Angel. Her relationship is cracking
under the pressure. And as tension starts to mount between Angels and humans, she finds herself an ambassador for humankind. With Jackson at the helm of the Immortals, the two ex-lovers must become sworn
enemies. It's Angels in one corner, humans on the other - until an evil force, greater than anything on Earth, forces them to stand united if they want to survive.
The Monster Within Oct 15 2020 The moment seventeen-year-old Samantha Thompson crawls out of her grave, her second chance at life begins. She died of cancer with her long-time boyfriend, Ethan, by her sidea completely unfair shot at life. But Ethan found a way to bring her back, like he promised he would. Only Sam came back wrong. She's now a monster that drains others' lives to survive. And after she kills, she's
tortured by visions--glimpses into her victims would have- been futures had she not killed them. Barely able to live with herself and trying to make things right, Sam ends up a pawn in a vicious game of payback
within the local coven of witches. But when the game reveals what Ethan had to do to save Sam, she must make a choice that will change all their lives forever.
Another Tree in the Yard Dec 05 2019 Maggie, a magnolia tree, was planted for luck when the Soto family moved into their first house, so when they decide to add a second tree--just when they are adding a
second child--she is jealous and resentful.
Vazkor, Son of Vazkor Apr 08 2020 I saw her, hanging in the sky like a flake of the moon. A woman, her face masked by a black shireen, her body by a black shift, but her white arms spread, and her white, white,
bone-white hair blowing all around her like a flame composed of smoke. Recognition was immediate. It was my mother. I shouted at her. It was crystal clear to me, what he had meant for me, my father, Vazkor,
what she had robbed me of. And I drew from my belt my hunting knife and threw it at her heart.
The Training House Collection Jan 06 2020 The Training House Collection by Kitty Thomas is 3 full-length books in one bundle. Publisher's Note: These books are stand alone titles and not part of a series.
(Although Guilty Pleasures and Broken Dolls occur in the same world, one is not a direct sequel of the other. Tender Mercies occurs in a totally different world, but is thematically similar to Broken Dolls.) This
bundle contains: Tender Mercies, Guilty Pleasures, and Broken Dolls Tender Mercies: “Grace. That word that finally meant something again. Mercy. Favor. Good will.” Fed up with play, Grace Warner moves to an
island to be with a man she met online. Within hours of her arrival, everything is ripped from her, and she quickly learns play is preferable to the realities of actual enslavement. Asher Collins has spent the past year
mourning and blaming himself for the death of his slave, Darcy. When Grace catches his eye at a showing, obviously abused, he becomes obsessed with buying her and finding a way to atone for his own past sins.
Guilty Pleasures: Vivian Delaney leads a life of privilege, but behind closed doors she feels isolated and trapped in a gilded cage. Unable to achieve pleasure with her husband, she finds herself in the capable hands
of Anton, a massage therapist intent on awakening her to her full potential. By any means necessary. Broken Dolls: Mina Calloway always finds herself in the hands of the wrong master: Gentle at first, then brutally
sadistic and abusive. She no longer believes it's possible to find a man who will be gentle with her. After seeing a therapist for months, the doctor makes her an offer she isn't yet smart enough to refuse: "Let me find
you a good master." Brian Sloan is a borderline sociopath with a dark and brutal past. Only taking his sadistic urges out on the women at a submissive training house allows him to sleep through the night. When
Brian sees Mina, she should be ripe for the picking, but her damage is too similar to his own. Can he fight past his demons to protect the one person he considers worth saving? Disclaimer: This work is meant for an
emotionally mature adult audience and contains content of an adult nature. Neither the author nor the publisher endorses or condones any behavior carried out by any character in this work.
Too Beautiful to Die Mar 08 2020 The Washington Post has compared Glenville Lovell’s novels to “works by Morrison and Nabokov.” The New York Times praised his “sharp eye for the extraordinary.” Now he
turns to crime fiction with a tale that “will keep readers guessing until the end” (Tananarive Due, author of My Soul to Keep). There’s no love lost between the NYPD and black ex-cop Blades Overstreet since a
suspicious bust nearly cost Blades his life. It didn’t kill him, and it didn’t kill his conscience either. That’s why he’s agreed to help an actress named Precious find her missing father. Simple? Nothing as beautiful as
Precious is ever simple—especially once Blades’s investigation leads to the discovery of a murdered FBI agent. Framed for the killing, pursued by the FBI, a pariah to his former NYPD “brothers,” Blades is in
deep, on the run, and winding his way through New York’s Caribbean community to find the real killer before he’s forced to take the rap . . . or worse.
Song of the Storm Dragon Sep 13 2020 The Storm is coming! The hegemony of Sylakia has been broken and freedom won, but at a shattering cost. Laid low by the vile Shapeshifter pox and Thoralian's wiles, can
Aranya rise again? For war sweeps Herimor at the touch of the Marshal's evil claws, and he will stop at nothing to possess the ultimate power. Now, the race is on to find the First Egg of the Ancient Dragons.
Accompanied by her friends Zuziana and Ardan, and the magnificent Land Dragon Leandrial, the Star Dragoness must dive deep in her new quest. Cross the uncrossable Rift-Storm to Herimor. Stop Thoralian.
Crush his ambitions. Only then will she be able to save her beloved Dragons. Yet profound Dragon lore enshrouds her purposes. History beckons. What are the secrets of the powerful Dragonfriend and the tiny, lost
Pygmy Dragoness? Why did the Dragons disappear? What became of the powerful Dragons of yore? Arise, o Storm Dragoness! She is legend. She is the whisper of starlight upon Dragon scales. She is Aranya, and
this is her song. The Song of the Storm Dragon. Author's Note If you haven't read The Pygmy Dragon and The Onyx Dragon yet, please stop right here! Spoiler alert! You will enjoy Song of the Storm Dragon far
more if you read those two books first, as the series are closely linked. Otherwise, let the Dragonride commence!

Touchstone 1 A Workbook A Level 1 Jul 12 2020 Easy and enjoyable to teach, Touchstone is packed with new and exciting ideas, offering a fresh approach to the teaching and learning of English.
Sera Feb 05 2020 Tibet was once home to thousands of thriving Buddhist monasteries. But in 1959, following a Tibetan uprising against China's long occupation, nearly all were destroyed by the Chinese military,
the practice of Buddhism was outlawed, and the Dalai Lama was forced into exile. In March of that year, Chinese tanks bombarded the 540-year-old Sera Jey Monastery in Lhasa, Tibet, killing hundreds of monks
and destroying ancient texts and invaluable artifacts that had been collected over centuries. Thousands of survivors fled over perilous mountain passes to neighboring India, many with only thin robes and light
footwear to shield them from the harsh winter conditions of the Himalayas. The Sera Jey Monastery, reestablished near Mysore, India, now houses 5,000 Buddhist monks living in exile-including many who escaped
the attack on the Tibetan monastery in 1959, and many more who have never known their ancestral homeland. Providing an intimate glimpse of this rarely seen world, Sera: The Way of the Tibetan Monk evokes
the subtle moods and rhythms of this Buddhist community that has steadfastly carried on the legacy of the original Sera Jey. More than 100 duotone photographs capture daily rituals and sacred ceremonies, serious
moments and playful gestures, compassionate faces and expressions of inspired serenity. Moving and unforgettable, Sheila Rock's portraits celebrate the tranquility, simple joys, and unadorned beauty of the ascetic
life, offering a powerful testament to the strength and resilience of a persecuted people. A percentage of the royalties from this book go to the Sera Jhe Health Care Committee in aid of various humanitarian projects
The Spook's Mistake Oct 27 2021 The Spook's Mistake is the fifth book in Joseph Delaney's terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'The moment of danger is close. Very soon our
enemies will be here.' The Spook has sent his apprentice, Tom, to be trained by another Spook whose methods are harsh and tough. But faced with a powerful water witch, Bill makes a fatal error, leaving Tom to
face his enemies alone. Can the Spook get there in time to save his apprentice? Or will his own mistakes give final victory to the dark?
The Prince Nov 15 2020 The unveiling of a set of priceless illustrations of Dante's Divine Comedy at the Uffizi Gallery exposes the unsuspecting Professor Gabriel Emerson and his beloved wife, Julianne, to a
mysterious and dangerous enemy. Unbeknownst to the Professor, the illustrations he secretly acquired years ago were stolen a century earlier from the ruler of Florence's underworld. Now one of the most dangerous
beings in Italy is determined to reclaim his prized artwork and exact revenge on the Emersons, but not before he uncovers something disturbing about Julianne ... Set in the city of Florence, 'The Prince' is a prequel
novella to 'The Raven,' which is the first book in the new Florentine Series Trilogy by Sylvain Reynard. 'The Prince' can be read as a standalone but readers of The Gabriel Series may be curious about the
connection between The Professor's world and the dark, secret underworld of 'The Prince.
The Gypsy's Dance Dec 17 2020 Oralia Simone just turned eighteen and discovered that she has been promised to someone by her parents for marriage. Not wanting to shame her family she agrees to participate in
the matching celebration where she will dance for her betrothed. Niko Raydon is a Hunter. He and his kind are what police the magical community and make sure that no one uses dark magic to harm another. Niko
finds himself drawn to a small Gypsy village on the night of their annual matching celebration because of the use of dark magic. Tobias McGrath is next in line to lead his clan of Gypsy's. He's been promised Oraila
Simone - the most beautiful woman in the clan and intends to make her his no matter the cost. When Oralia meets Niko the connection between them is instant and despite her impending marriage to Tobias she
wants to be with Niko and he with her. But will their love be enough to set her free or will Tobias's use of evil magic tear them apart for good?
The Roman Dec 29 2021 Raven and her sister, Cara, are at the mercy of a small detachment of Florentine vampyres, who are delivering them as a peace offering to the feared Curia in Rome. Though she’s unsure
William survived the coup that toppled his principality, Raven is determined to protect her sister at all costs, even if it means challenging Borek, the commander of the detachment. In an effort to keep Raven from
falling into the hands of his enemies, William puts himself at the mercy of the Roman, the dangerous and mysterious vampyre king of Italy. But the Roman is not what he expects ... Alliances and enmities will shift
and merge as William struggles to save the woman he loves and his principality, without plunging the vampyre population into a world war. This stunning conclusion to the Florentine series will take readers across
Italy and beyond as the lovers fight to remain together. Forever.
One Soldier Feb 28 2022 Four curvy heroines. Four deployed soldiers. Four love stories—and they all begin with just one letter. It started with One Letter. Kellie sent one letter into the Middle East and Sargent
Daniel Rodriguez was the one who answered. Despite an ocean between them, love blossomed. But can you truly love someone you've never met? It began with One E-Mail. Madelyn sent out one e-mail to the most
feminine name on a list of deployed soldiers–SFC Taylor Russell replied. They exchanged e-mails for months, until somewhere along the way they stopped exchanging words and began exchanging pieces of
themselves. Their love blossomed quickly, but will it prove strong enough to survive the test of family? It happened One Christmas. Jane wrote a letter and Sgt Brad Wilcox replied. Despite their age difference, they
connected with their words. But when they finally came together, their differences became glaring. They'd already conquered distance, but will they be able to overcome the years between them–or will their time
together be limited to one Christmas? It was sparked by One Note. Lauren sent a note of encouragement to her newest assigned soldier–Private Mason Carter was that soldier. Despite their attempts to remain
guarded with one another, the walls fall fast, and then in the blink of an eye the unthinkable happens. No stranger to loss, Lauren is faced with a choice–run to him or run from him. Either way, their hearts will never
be the same.
Four Awesome Threesomes Aug 25 2021 A Delectable Sampler. Four Threesome Romances from Four Threesome Series… Four Awesome Threesomes includes four first books in four of Tracy Cooper-Posey’s
best selling urban fantasy and paranormal time travelling series, for you to sample the range and style of her signature MMF romances. The set includes twenty+ pages of interstitial essays by the author, giving the
history of each series and how each book came to be. Bannockburn Binding, from the Beloved Bloody Time series Amazon Best Seller – Top 100 (#5) #1 Amazon Time Travel Romance Bestseller #1 Amazon
Fantasy Romance Bestseller Reviewers’ Top Pick —The Romance Reviews Nominated Erotic Paranormal Book of the Year 2011—The Romance Reviews Time is theirs to keep. But it comes with a price. When
Tally, vampire and time traveler, takes her client to the siege of Stirling Castle in 1314, she is caught and held hostage by Robert MacKenzie. Rob is drawn to the very different English lady. Christian, vampire, a
southern gentlemen, and Tally’s ex-lover, knows the 1314 time marker well enough to jump back and help Tally return home. His arrival adds complications, for Christian is drawn to Rob MacKenzie as much as
Tally is. But neither of them can stay in the past forever. To do so means certain death. Kiss Across Time, from the Kiss Across Time series Amazon #1 Bestseller, Vampire Romance Amazon #1 Bestseller,
Paranormal Romance Amazon #1 Bestseller, Time Travel Romance Night Owl Romance Reviews Reviewer’s Top Pick A single kiss spins them across time. Taylor wants to prove that the 6th century poet, Inigo
Domhnall, actually existed. She hears Domhnall’s lyrics in a death metal song, and engineers a meeting with the singer, Brody Gallagher. When Brody kisses her, they are thrust back in time to King Arthur’s court,
telling Taylor he is more than a simple rock singer. When Taylor kisses his friend and lover, Veris, they are sent back into a different time, too. Blood Knot, from the Blood Stone series #1 Amazon Best-Seller Fantasy, Futuristic & Ghost Romance Amazon Best-seller - Vampire Romance Winner, Coffee Time Reviewer’s Recommended Award Goodread’s “Most Drool-worthy Covers” Erotic Vampire Book of the Year,
The Romance Reviews, 2011 CAPA Nomination, Best Paranormal Book of the Year, The Romance Studio, 2011 To survive they must trust each other. Only…can they? Winter, a professional thief who can
manipulate others’ biologies by touch, accidentally “healed” her former partner—and former vampire—Sebastian, whom she secretly loves. Her healing created a bond between them that neither wants. Nathanial, a

thousand-year-old vampire and Sebastian’s ex-lover, talks Sebastian and Winter into stealing evidence that will expose all vampires to the world.... Beth’s Acceptance, from the Destiny’s Trinities series 2009
CAPA Finalist for Best Erotic Paranormal Romance. Night Owl Romance Reviewer’s Top Pick Amazon Superhero Romance Bestseller Amazon Vampire Romance Bestseller Can she accept the destiny being
thrust at her? For weeks, the darkly sinful Zachariah, her favourite customer at McGinty’s, has been driving Beth crazy with need. Neither can she keep the tall, mysterious Luke who haunts the stacks at her day job,
out of her sweaty fantasies. Fate hands Beth a startling destiny: to bond with both of them... Can Beth accept the price the bond will ask of her? A Vampire Time Travel MMF Romance Collection
The Raven Nov 27 2021 From the New York Times bestselling author of the Gabriel series comes a dark, sensual tale of romance in a city shrouded in mystery . . . Raven Wood spends her days at Florence’s Uffizi
gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an innocent walk home after an evening with friends changes her life forever. When she intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless man, his attackers turn on her,
dragging her into an alley. Raven is only semiconscious when their assault is interrupted by a cacophony of growls followed by her attackers’ screams. Mercifully, she blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse
of a shadowy figure who whispers to her . . . Cassita vulneratus. When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably changed. Upon returning to the Uffizi, no one recognizes her. More disturbingly, she discovers that she’s
been absent an entire week. With no recollection of her disappearance, Raven learns that her absence coincides with one of the largest robberies in Uffizi history—the theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations.
When the police identify her as their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out one of Florence’s wealthiest and most elusive men in an attempt to uncover the truth. Their encounter leads
Raven to a dark underworld whose inhabitants kill to keep their secrets . . .
Tu Pueblo Sera Mi Pueblo y Tu Dios y Dios Jun 10 2020
Destiny's Trinities May 02 2022 The complete Destiny’s Trinities series, with bonus materials, in one boxed set. Binge on the vampire ménage urban fantasy romance series reviewers have called sexy, dramatic and
dangerous. Book 1.0: Beth’s Acceptance Book 2.0: Mia’s Return Book 3.0: Sera’s Gift Book 4.0: Cora’s Secret Book 5.0: Zoe’s Blockade Book 6.0: Octavia’s War Book 7.0: Terra’s Victory Warning: This MMF
vampire romance boxed set features multiple super-hot alpha heroes and sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, and MMF sex. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you. No
non-humans were harmed except for large numbers of Grimoré, who died with satisfactory squeals… ___ Praise for the Destiny’s Trinities series I literally stayed up until the early morning hours to finish the book
because I couldn't put it down. You can’t help but get caught up in the forces pulling at these three people and drawing them together. Sexy, dramatic and dangerous an explosive hot vampire read. Tracy does a
great job of making us fall in love with the characters in a short amount of time. Rhys, Cora and Aithan make a great trinity and I really enjoyed getting to know them. I dare you to read just one [in this series]. You
will enjoy the chemistry, mystery, things that go bump in the night, and chemistry – yeah, I listed chemistry first AND last – for a reason.
Sweet Peril Nov 03 2019 Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet Evil series. Sweet Peril focuses on the battle between light and dark, good and
evil, within Anna Whitt, the child of a guardian angel mother and a demon father. Anna promised herself she'd never do the work of her father—polluting souls. She'd been naive to make such a claim. Haunted by
demon whisperers, Anna does whatever she can to survive, even if it means earning an unwanted reputation as her school's party girl. And all the while there's gorgeous bad-boy Kaidan Rowe, the son of the Duke of
Lust, plaguing her heart and mind. Anna discovers it is her fate to banish demons from the earth, and save the other Nephilim from their dark destiny. Until then, Anna and Kaidan must put aside the issues between
them, overcome the steamiest of temptations yet, and face the ultimate question: is loving someone worth risking their life?
Double Threat My Bleep Aug 05 2022 Megan Miller's someday came and she and Alex Aguilar are a couple. She nabbed her dream guy and couldn't be happier. The only problem is, he is miles away in college
and Meg is stuck at Carver High dealing with girl drama, boy problems and the fact that Alex is constantly surrounded by half naked girls. What should be the best year for Meg and company is shaping up to be a
year filled with drama and tears and the possibility of a broken heart. Not to mention the confusing feelings she has about Travis, the newest member to the group. Can Meg and Alex make the distance work or will
circumstances lead to Meg's happily-ever after being a thing of the past? And will Travis be there willing to pick up the pieces if it happens?
Always a Princess Nov 08 2022 A LOVE THAT CANNOT BE DENIEDWhen Captain Warwick "Wil" Clifton offers to assist the Romany family he has injured, he's unprepared for the warmth of Romany
camaraderie, and he is nowhere near ready for the force of nature that is Princess Syeira Brishen. Keeping a lid on his desire for the Romany beauty takes all his self-control. A notable rake, he is well out of practice
at showing restraint and finds himself asking: What is he willing to risk for love?As the eldest daughter of the Romany king, Syeira's pride in her heritage is matched by her finely-honed distrust of Englishmen.
Captain Clifton surprises her with his affection, passion, and...love. She trusts her heart, but is caught between family duty and an unrelenting desire to be with the man she loves.
De wonden der maatschappij Aug 13 2020
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